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1. Introduction  

Ferroelectric materials are considered as smart materials, since they can be configured to 
store, release or interconvert electrical and mechanical energy in a well-controlled manner. 
Their exceptionally large piezoelectric compliances, pyroelectric coefficients, dielectric 
susceptibilities and electro-optic properties make them very attractive for nanotechnology-
related applications such as high energy density capacitors, pyroelectric thermal imaging 
devices, gate insulators in transistors, electro-optic light valves, thin-film memory elements, 
multiferroic transducers, energy harvesters, etc. (Alpay et al., 2009, Nonnenmann & Spanier, 
2009; Scott, 2007; Leionen et al., 2009) 
The most common ferroelectric materials in commercial applications are ceramics, such as 
lead zirconate-titanate (PZT), barium titanate (BTO), calcium-copper titanate CaCu3Ti4O12 
(CCTO), sodium niobate (NaNbO3), among others, which present a high dielectric constant, 
high dipole moment and high electromechanical coupling coefficient. Ferroelectric ceramics 
have been recently synthesized by solvothermal (Wada et al., 2009), coprecipitation (Hu, et 
al., 2000), sol-gel (Kobayashi et al., 2004), and template assisted methods (Rorvik et al., 2009), 
in order to obtain nanostructured materials. Considering the toxicity of lead and its 
compounds, there is a general awareness for the development of environmental friendly 
lead-free materials (Panda, 2009; Jia et al., 2009). In the development of this work, we have 
chosen BTO for its excellent ferro-, piezo-, and di-electric properties. 
Barium titanate presents the perovskite crystal structure, which has the general: formula 

2 4 2
3A B O+ + − , where A represents a divalent metal ion (barium) and B represents tetravalent 

metal ions (titanium in this case). Above the Curie temperature (TC), the crystal has a cubic 
symmetry, a centrosymmetric microstructure where the positive and negative charges 
coincide. Below TC, crystals have a tetragonal symmetry. This form has no center of 
symmetry, in  each unit cell exhibits an electric dipole that can be reoriented by an applied 
electric field. The material is then called ferroelectric. 
Ceramics, however, are brittle and require high temperature processing. By the other side, 
ferroelectric polymers present good mechanical properties, can be formed in complex 
shapes at low temperature, are flexible and have high dielectric strengths; although the 
ferroelectric properties and dielectric constant are lower than ceramics. Poly(vinylidene 
fluoride) (PVDF) is an electroactive polymer that exhibits polymorphism. Its most common 
crystalline phases are: α, β, γ and δ phases; also known as form II, I, III and IV respectively. 
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Each form has its own characteristic unit cell due to chain conformation. α phase crystallizes 
in an orthorhombic cell, where two chains are opposite packed canceling the individual 
dipole moments. The chain conformation consists of alternating trans and gauche 
sequences. In β phase, two chains in all-trans planar zigzag conformation are packed into an 
orthorhombic unit cell. The fluorine atoms are positioned on one-side of the unit cell 
resulting in a net dipole moment of 2.1 debye, the highest among all phases. In γ phase, two 
opposite chains conform a monoclinic crystal lattice, where only a fraction of dipole 
moments are cancelled. δ phase is formed when α phase is electrically poled, and one of the 
chains align parallel to the other, resulting in a weak net dipole moment. The crystal lattice 
parameters are identical to α phase (Schwartz, 2002).  
A hybrid ceramic-polymeric composite is a convenient solution to tune both mechanical and 
electrical properties. In this respect, several systems have been already developed, such as 
CCTO - poly(vinylidene fluoride – trifluoroethylene) [P(VDF-TrFE)] (Arbatti et al., 2005), BTO 
– PVDF (Chanmal & Jog, 2008), MWCNTs – BTO – PVDF (Dang et al., 2003), Sm/Mn doped 
PbTiO3 - epoxy (Li et al., 2003), and PZT – Rubber (Qi et al., 2010). Composites are complex, 
heterogeneous and usually anisotropic systems. Its properties are affected by many variables, 
including constituent material properties, geometry, volumetric fraction, interface properties, 
coupling properties between the phases, porosity, etc. Connectivities between the phases play 
a very important role in the ultimate properties of the composites. The connectivity has great 
importance in a multiphase material because it heavily influences the mechanical, electrical 
and thermal fluxes between the phases. From matrix-loaded composites to highly 
sophisticated arrangements, composites can be designed to tailor the acoustic impedance, 
coupling constant and mechanical quality factor, as compared to bulk ceramics. 
In nanotechnology applications, ferroelectric ceramics have to overcome some size scaling 
challenges, since their main properties can be dramatically affected when the grain size 
decreases to a certain limit, where the material suffers either changes in Tc, phase transition 
or variations in its polarization state (Eliseev & Morozovska, 2009). In a similar manner, 
ferroelectric polymers have to be processed in a way that enhances its crystalinity and 
favours the growing of the polar phase. These two issues must be carefully addressed when 
processing hybrid ceramic-polymeric composites. 
Electrospinning is a versatile technique widely used to produce either polymer (An et al., 
2006; Koombhongse et al., 2001) or ceramic nanofibers (Lu et al., 2006; Azad, 2006). Even 
nanocomposites have been produced by this technique (Saeed et al., 2006; Wang et al., 2004). 
The major components are a high voltage power supply, a container with a metallic tip to 
feed the polymer solution and a grounded collector. Electrospinning occurs when the 
electrical forces at the surface of a charged polymer solution droplet overcome the surface 
tension. The solution is ejected as an electrically charged jet towards the oppositely charged 
electrode, while the solvent evaporates, leading to the formation of dry nanofibers. When 
the jet flow away from the droplet to the target, it undergoes a series of electrically driven 
bending instabilities, following a complex path that gives rise to a series of looping and 
spiraling motions. The jet elongates, and this stretching significantly reduces its diameter 
(Reneker et al., 2000). Since this technique involves high electric fields, it is then expected to 
enhance the formation of polar phases in polymorph polymers, such as PVDF (Ramakrishna 
et al., 2010). 
Template-assisted synthesis is a simple method to produce one-dimensional nanostructures 
and nanotube arrays. The templates, such as porous anodic alumina, have pores in which a 
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solution containing the desired components can be incorporated, forming the nanotubes 
after solvent evaporation (Rorvik et al., 2009). 
This chapter covers several configurations and connectivities of hybrid barium titanate - 
poly(vinylidene fluoride) (BTO – PVDF) nanocomposites and nanostructures: 
i. BTO nanoparticles embedded in a PVDF matrix.  
ii. BTO nanoparticles embedded in PVDF nanofibers.  
iii. BTO nanofibrous membranes in a PVDF matrix. 
iv. BTO – PVDF nanotube arrays. 
Dielectric properties and polarization hysteresis are presented and discussed. This study is 
expected to further expand the understanding and range of applicability of these functional 
nanostructured materials. 

2. Experimental 

The ceramic nanoparticles were obtained by microwave assisted hydrothermal method, 
while the nanofibrous membranes were synthesized by electrospinning technique. PVDF 
(Kynar 761 kindly supplied by Arkema) was processed by spin-coating and electrospinning 
to obtain films and nanofibers, respectively. BTO – PVDF nanotube arrays were prepared by 
template assisted synthesis, combining sol-gel and sol-humectation in a porous membrane. 
All chemicals used in this study were reagent grade purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. 

2.1 BTO nanoparticles embedded in a PVDF matrix 
BTO nanoparticles were synthesized in two steps procedure. First, TiO2 nanoparticles were 
obtained by direct precipitation from a TiCl4 solution in ice-cold water after seven days of 
reaction. Second, TiO2 nanoparticles were subjected to microwave-assisted hydrothermal 
conditions in a CEM oven model MARS 5. A barium hydroxide aqueous solution under a 
Ti:Ba molar ratio of 1:1.8 was used as the reaction media; the hydrothermal reaction took 
place at 150°C for 15 min. After washing, the nanoparticles were capped with 3-
aminopropyl triethoxysilane at acidic media (acetic acid was added until a pH of 4 was 
reached) under microwave-assisted hydrothermal conditions at 150°C for 60 min. Samples 
at this stage were named as BTO-MWHT. 
BTO-PVDF films were obtained by spin-coating PVDF-N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF) 
solutions containing silane-capped BTO nanoparticles at the following BTO:PVDF weight 
ratios: 1:10, 1:20 and 1:100. PVDF concentration in DMF was kept at 12 wt.% for the 
suspensions with high content of BTO, and 14 wt.% for the 1:100 ratio. Samples after this 
procedure were named as BTO-MWHT-PVDF-SC. 

2.2 BTO nanoparticles embedded in PVDF nanofibers 
BTO-PVDF suspensions (as described in 2.1) were electrospun at 15 kV and 20µA in a 
horizontal set-up. The feeding rate was 0.5 ml/hr and the tip-to-collector distance was 
varied from 10 to 15 cm. Electrospun samples were named as BTO-PVDF-ES. 

2.3 BTO nanofibrous membranes embedded in a PVDF matrix 
BTO nanofibrous membranes were obtained by electrospinning a 1 M precursor solution 
containing the corresponding metal ions. Titanium butoxide and barium acetate at a 1:1 
molar ratio were dissolved in methoxyethanol and acetic acid. Poly(vinyl pirrolidone) was 
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added to facilitate the electrospinning process. The following conditions were used: feed 
rate of 0.5 ml/hr, 15 kV and tip-to-collector distance in the range of 10 to 15 cm. The 
electrospun nanofibrous membranes were sintered at 800°C for 2 hours to obtain the 
ceramic phase. Then the BTO nanofibrous membranes (named as BTO-ES) were embedded 
in a PVDF matrix by spin-coating a 15 wt.% PVDF solution over the membranes in a 
conductive Pt-Si substrate. After deposition, samples were heat-treated at 60°C for 1 hour to 
crystallize the beta phase of the polymer. The nomenclature for these samples was set as 
BTO-ES-PVDF-SC. 

2.4 BTO – PVDF nanotube arrays 
These arrays were obtained in two steps: synthesis of BTO nanotubes and wetting of the 
nanotubes in a PVDF solution. To synthesize the BTO nanotubes, alumina templates 
(Whatman Anodisc 13) were immersed in the precursor solution described in 2.3, and then 
the excess solution was wiped off. In order to crystallize the BTO ceramic phase, the samples 
were heat treated at 400°C for 1 hr and then at 700°C for 2 hours under a heating and 
cooling rate of 2°C/min. To obtain the PVDF nanotubes, the templates containing BTO 
nanotubes were immersed in a 5wt.% PVDF-DMF solution, then the solvent was evaporated 
at room temperature. This set of samples was named as BTO-PVDF-NT. 

3. Results 

Crystalline phases were determined by X-ray diffraction (XRD, Siemmens D-5000), 
morphology was studied by scanning and transmission electron microscopy (SEM, Jeol JSM-
740IF and TEM, Fei Titan 80), and infrared spectroscopy (FTIR, IR-Nexus 470) -using a 
micro-ATR (attenuated total reflectance) accessory- was used to determine the fraction of 
beta phase in the polymer.  
Polarization hysteresis loops were measured with a 300 Hz driving signal amplified by a 
TEGAM HV. Sample response was collected with virtual ground charge/current amplifier. 
Field and current signals were digitized simultaneously and numerically processed to 
obtain the electric displacement and polarization. The dielectric properties were measured 
using a TEGAM 3550 impedance analyzer in a range from 100 Hz to 5 MHz. 

3.1 Structural characterization 
X-ray diffraction patterns are shown in Fig. 1. The tetragonal doublet corresponding to (002) 
and (200) in BTO was not clear at the test conditions, probably due to the peak widening, or 
a mixture of cubic and tetragonal phases. However, a pattern refinement (using the program 
PowderCell 2.4) revealed that the best fit is obtained from the tetragonal reference. The 
Miller indexes for tetragonal barium titanate are presented in Fig. 1. The crystallite size and 
cell parameters obtained from the refinement are presented in Table 1. According to these 
results, all samples presented small crystallite size in the range of 20 – 26 nm.  
BTO surface functionalization with silane at hydrothermal conditions altered both the 
crystallite size and the degree of tetragonality, possibly due to the acidic conditions and the 
extended reaction time. Additionally, the small diffraction peaks present in this sample (Fig. 
1) were identified as TiO2, both rutile and anatase phases, which presumably were formed 
by the dissolution of BTO and subsequent leaching of barium during the functionalization 
reaction. Nevertheless, the surface functionalization of the nanoparticles was crucial for its 
proper dispersion in the PVDF matrix. A micrograph showing the BTO-MWHT-Silane 
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nanoparticles is presented in Fig. 2. Average particle size was determined as 31.6 nm, 
slightly higher than the crystallite size estimated from XRD results. This difference can be 
attributed to the silane layer, and/or the possible presence of an amorphous (distorted) 
phase at the surface of the nanoparticles. 
 

 
Fig. 1. X-ray diffraction of BTO samples obtained from different techniques. 

 
Sample d(nm) a (Å) c(Å) DoT Rp(%) 

BTO-MWHT 20 4.0176 4.0458 1.00702 9.72 
BTO-MWHT-Silane 24 4.0182 4.0192 1.00025 13.45 

BTO-ES 23 4.0039 4.0317 1.00694 10.90 

Table 1. Refinement results: crystallite size (d), cell parameters (a and c), profile R factor (Rp) 
and the degree of tetragonality (DoT) for BTO tetragonal phase. 

Electrospun BTO nanofibers showed a single phase XRD pattern, very similar to that of the 
BTO nanoparticles (Fig. 1), however, its morphology is clearly different. Figure 3 shows BTO 
nanofibers obtained at 15 kV and tip-to-collector distance of 15 cm, before and after heat 
treatment. As-spun fibers are long and smooth, with average diameter of 110.4 ±48.2, 
ranging from 27 to 362 nm. Sintered nanofibers preserved its morphology while presenting 
a rough surface, revealing the presence of grains. These nanofibers presented a reduction in 
size, with an average diameter of 105.5 ±16.5 nm, ranging from 51 to 225 nm. Apparently, 
the thinnest nanofibers are fractured and lost during heat treatment.  
When BTO nanofibrous membranes were immersed in PVDF to obtain hybrid ceramic-
polimeric composites, the nanofibers were not modified in terms of morphology or 
crystallograpy. XRD (Fig. 1) showed the presence of silicon and platinum from the substrate, 
together with some other unknown reflections that are attributed also to the substrate. 
PVDF was confirmed from the peak at around 20.1 degrees in 2θ. According to several 
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reports, ┙ phase can be identified by diffraction peaks present at 17.83, 18.52, 20.1 and 
25.88°, ┚ phase at 20.44° and ┛ phase at  26.74° (Nasir et al., 2007; Esterly & Love, 2004; Gao 
et al., 2006). However, it was difficult to distinguish between alfa and beta phases. For this 
purpose, infrared spectroscopy was used. 
 

 
Fig. 2. STEM Micrograph of the BTO nanoparticles obtained by microwave-assisted 
hydrothermal method and capped with silane (sample BTO-MWHT-Silane). 
 

 
Fig. 3. SEM micrographs of BTO nanofibers, collected at 15 kV and 15 cm between 
electrodes, (a) before heat treatment and (b) sintered at 800°C. 

FTIR spectra are shown in Figure 4. The absorption bands corresponding to the crystalline 
phases are shown by dotted lines for clarity. Absorption bands at 762, 795 and 974 cm-1 
correspond to ┙ phase, bands at 839 and 1276 cm-1 are assigned to ┚ phase, while ┛ phase is 
identified by the band at 1235 cm-1 (Yee et al., 2007). PVDF raw material showed 
predominantly alfa phase. Samples obtained either from electrospinning or spin-coating 
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showed a substantial reduction on the content of this non-polar phase, while the presence of 
beta phase was enhanced in some cases.  
 

 
Fig. 4. FTIR-ATR spectra of BTO-PVDF samples obtained from (a) electrospinning technique 
and (b) spin-coating. 

The fraction of beta phase was estimated from the equation proposed by Gregorio & Cestari 
(Gregorio & Cestari, 1994) and later used by several authors (Salimi & Youse, 2004; Jiang et 
al., 2007; Sobhani et al., 2007; Andrew & Clarke, 2008): 

 ( )
1.26

A
F

A A

β

α β

β =
+

 (1) 

Where A┙ and A┚ are the absorption band intensity for ┙ and ┚ phases, respectively. The 
fraction of beta phase of the samples containing PVDF in the present study is shown in 
Table 2. PVDF raw material presented a fraction of beta phase of 0.12. Samples obtained 
from electrospinning technique showed higher beta content than that of those from spin-
coating. This could be attributed to differences in the methods, such as the solvent 
evaporation rate and the presence of the electric field during electrospinning. 
 

BTO:PVDF ratio 
Technique Distance 

(cm) 
Beta 

fraction 
0:1 ES 10 0.69 
0:1 ES 15 0.66 
0:1 SC - 0.38 
1:10 ES 10 0.60 
1:10 ES 15 0.65 
1:10 SC - 1.00 
1:20 ES 10 0.63 
1:20 ES 15 0.64 
1:20 SC - 0.46 
1:100 ES 10 0.60 
1:100 ES 15 0.86 
1:100 SC - 0.47 

Table 2. Beta fraction of electrospun (ES) and spin-coated (SC) samples. Distance stands for 
the tip-to-collector distance in electrospinning set up. 
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Fig. 5. Micrographs of (a) a BTO nanotube and (b) PVDF nanotubes, both obtained in an 
alumina template with porous diameter of 200 nm.  

In order to release the nanotubes from the alumina template nanotube arrays, the template 
was dissolved in a 5M NaOH solution. TEM revealed the formation of ceramic BTO 
nanotubes with average wall thickness of 11 nm (as shown in Fig. 5a). The ceramic 
nanotubes were crystalline in nature and presented small crystallites in the order of 4 to 5 
nm. PVDF nanotubes, observed by SEM (Fig. 5b), reproduced the inner morphology of the 
alumina templates, even small defects. The average diameter was consistent with that of the 
templates, and the length was expected to reach the template thickness (60 microns). 

3.2 Electric behavior 
Samples were clamped between highly smooth parallel contact plates cut from an Ir-Pt 
coated silicon wafer for electric polarization measurements, while Au-Pd was deposited as 
top electrode before acquiring the dielectric properties. The electric behaviour is discussed 
below. 

3.2.1 Electric polarization 
Electric polarization of electrospun samples (BTO-PVDF-ES) revealed a linear behaviour in 
most of the cases, due to the porosity inherent to the fibrous array. An estimate of the 
effective area in contact with the top electrode is 60%, being the rest essentially air. Samples 
containing a BTO:PVDF ratio of 1:10 presented a non-linear behaviour, especially when 
electrospun at a distance of 15 cm (Fig. 6). These results characterize a lossy ferroelectric 
material (Scott et al., 1998), and are in agreement with the fraction of beta phase calculated 
from FTIR spectra (Table 2) which is higher for the sample obtained at 15 cm. It is known 
that the electrospinning conditions such as the tip-to-collector distance and applied voltage 
play an important role in the morphology and size of the fibers (Azad, 2006), and 
additionally, can affect the crystallization of polar phases in the case of ferroelectric 
polymers (Yee et al., 2007). 
A similar response was obtained from electrospun BTO fibers (sample BTO-ES), as shown in 
Fig. 7, due to the low density of the sample and the contribution of air in the measurement. 
However, the concave region in the graph is indicative of the ferroelectric properties of BTO. 
Addition of PVDF to the BTO fibers (sample BTO-ES-PVDF-SC) did not change this 
behaviour, note that the later sample was measured at a lower applied voltage. 
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Fig. 6. Electric polarization of the electrospun samples with a BTO:PVDF ratio of 1:10. Tip-
to-collector distance was 10 and 15 cm. 

 

 
Fig. 7. Electric polarization of electrospun BTO and electrospun BTO with PVDF deposited 
by spin-coating. 

Films of PVDF with BTO nanoparticles (samples BTO-MWHT-PVDF-SC), prepared by spin-
coating, exhibited a ferroelectric response based on the amount of nanoparticles present. As 
shown in Fig. 8, the sample with the highest content of BTO nanoparticles (1:10 ratio) 
showed a nice ferroelectric hysteresis loop that reflects that in fact, the composition, 
geometry and connectivity of this sample are optimum to enhance the ferroelectricity of 
hybrid ceramic-polymeric composites.  
In an opposite behaviour to the system BTO-MWHT-PVDF-SC, the nanotube arrays showed 
a better ferroelectric response when only the polymer was present. As shown in Fig. 9, the 
PVDF nanotube array (PVDF-NT) is ferroelectric, despite that the alumina template is a 
dielectric. The electric polarization was calculated taking into account the total area of the 
alumina templates (13 mm), however, the effective area in contact with the top electrode is 
much lower, estimated from SEM micrographs as 66% of the total template area. 
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Fig. 8. Electric polarization of BTO-PVDF films deposited by spin-coating. BTO:PVDF 
weight ratio is presented. 

 

 
Fig. 9. Electric polarization of BTO-PVDF nanotube arrays. The response of the pure BTO 
nanotubes is presented as inset. 

3.2.2 Dielectric spectroscopy and impedance analysis 
Figure 10 shows the dielectric permittivity and loss of single phase and composite nanotube 
arrays measured at room temperature from 100 Hz to 3 MHz.  
As observed, the dielectric permittivity decreases with the addition of PDVF layer on top of 
the BTO nanotube structure formed in the template. This could be related to the complex 
geometry of the composite structure, in which PVDF layer is encapsulating the BTO and 
alumina template. It is known (Tsangaris 1999 as cited in Patsidis & Psarras 2008) that 
Maxwell-Wagner-Sillas effect heavily influences the electrical behaviour of systems with 
complex electrical heterogeneities, where large accumulation of charges can take place at the 
interface of the system. In present composites, based on the fact that dielectric permittivity 
of BTO is considerable higher than alumina, large unbounded charges can arise from the 
ceramics interface. The arising limitation of field induced dipoles to follow the alternation of 
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the electric field will shift the associated relaxation process to lower frequencies, as 
suggested by the behaviour of the dielectric loss in the case of the BTO-NT sample.   With 
the addition of PVDF layer, competing phenomena could arise from trapped charges at the 
BTO – PVDF interface, leading to self balance stable state with a consequent change in the 
relaxation behaviour. 
 

 
Fig. 10. Dielectric permittivity and dielectric loss of the nanotube arrays. 

The real and imaginary impedance components increase with the inclusion of PDVF 
nanotubes at low frequencies, as shown in figure 11. This could indicate a better insulation 
at low frequencies introduced by the PVDF layer. At high frequencies the AC conductivity 
increases.  
 

 
Fig. 11. Real and imaginary impedance components of the nanotube arrays. 

Figure 12 shows the dielectric permittivity and dielectric loss of the BTO-MWHT-PVDF-SC 
film composites. As shown, dielectric permittivity increases with the increase in the ceramic 
loading and could be attributed to an enhanced polarization from dipole-dipole interactions 
in more closely aggregated nanocrystallites of the ceramic phase. Also, dielectric 
permittivity decreases for higher frequencies values, more rapidly for frequencies above 100 
kHz. Several unset are observed for both compositions, which can be related to the dipole 
orientation polarization of the BaTiO3 nanoparticles. Dielectric loss shows one noticeable 
relaxation at frequency close to 3 Hz for both composite samples. Due to the almost similar 
frequency values and shape it is suggested that this relaxation should be related to the 
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polymer phase. This can be associated to cooperative motions in the main polymer chains 
related to the non-polar ┙ phase in the PVDF. Several authors have discussed and proposed 
different mechanisms for this phenomenon (Kochervinskii, 2007 as cited in Chanmal & Jog, 
2008). 
 

 
Fig. 12. Dielectric permittivity and dielectric loss for BTO-MWHT-PVDF-SC film composites 

Real and imaginary parts of the impedance for the BTO-MWHT-PVDF-SC film composites 
are shown in figure 13. As can be observed in the figures, both impedance components are 
respectively very similar to that for the films with different BTO content. Also, real (Z’) and 
imaginary (Z’’) components decrease with the increase in frequency. The behaviour of Z’ 
indicates an increase in the AC conductivity of the material, while Z’’ suggest a Debye type 
relaxation process in the samples. The fact that both curves merge above 10 kHz could 
imply that dipole polarization in the BTO particles and trapped charges on their surfaces 
predominates over the space charge effects. 
 

 
Fig. 13. Real and imaginary parts of the impedance for BTO-MWHT-PVDF-SC film 
composites as a function of frequency. 

4. Conclusion 

Barium titanate – Poly(vinylidene fluoride) hybrid composites with different morphologies 
were synthesized by combining several appropriate techniques: microwave-assisted 
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hydrothermal, electrospinning, spin-coating, precipitation and sol-humectation. Different 
connectivities were obtained by the use of BTO nanoparticles and nanofibers in PVDF films 
and nanofibers. We demonstrated the suitability of such techniques to synthesize hybrid 
ceramic-polymeric ferroelectric nanocomposites. BTO crystallite size was 20 and 24 nm, 
when synthesized by microwave-assited hydrothermal method and electrospinning 
technique, respectively. Single tetragonal phase was obtained in both cases, with a degree of 
tetragonality or around 1.007. A silane functionalization by MWHT resulted in a slight 
growth of BTO nanoparticles accompanied by a partial dissolution, leading to the formation 
of secondary phases. Additionally, a decrease in the degree of tetragonality was detected. 
The fraction of beta phase present in the polymer was higher than the raw material, as 
revealed by FTIR analysis. Samples obtained by electrospinning technique presented, in 
general, higher content of beta phase than those obtained by spin-coating.  
Electrospun samples of the system BTO-PVDF-ES presented an electric behaviour from 
linear dielectric to lossy ferroelectric when the amount of BTO nanoparticles increased. 
Sample with a BTO:PVDF weight ratio of 1:10 showed a good ferroelectric-like response 
when electrospun at a tip-to-collector distance of 15 cm. Similarly, electrospun BTO ceramic 
nanofibers showed a ferroelectric response, as well as the sample BTO-ES-PVDF-SC. 
Films of the system BTO-MWHT-PVDF-SC showed the best ferroelectric results of all series. 
The sample with BTO:PVDF weight ratio of 1:10 showed a hysteresis loop indicative of 
ferroelectric properties. In contrast, nanotube arrays presented an opposite behaviour, since 
PVDF nanotube array presented a better response than hybrid PVDF-BTO and even  
BTO-NT. 
Dielectric spectroscopy reveals a complex polarization and relaxation behaviour in the 
composites. Depending on the geometry and connectivity of the phases competing 
phenomena related to the charge accumulation at the interfaces and trapped charges at the 
surface of the ceramic phase takes place. However it is suggested that with the increase of 
the polymer content, the later mechanism prevails.  
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